NO ONE LEARNS ALONE.

Think about it! No matter what it is that you can do -- brushing your teeth, driving a car, or understanding calculus -- if you learned it, someone was there to help you. Learning and teaching go together.

In college, you’re not only learning math (or psychology, or history, or sociology), you’re learning how to learn - a lot, quickly, and well. It’s a challenge, and everyone could use some help.

At the AEC and the WC, we’ll help you become a better student. All you need to do is come see us in Roosevelt Hall, or call us at (401) 874-2367 – we’ll do the rest together.

ACADEMIC COACHING
Go to: Roosevelt Hall, Room 009B (basement) Contact: Jane Sullivan janebsullivan@uri.edu
If you’re feeling even the slightest bit concerned about doing well in your classes, our Academic Coaches are ready to talk with you. We’ll look at your syllabus, your schedule, and your current work – and help you develop methods for planning, organizing, and studying that make sense. Then we’ll visit again, as often as you like, to see how things are working and whether or not you feel on the right track.

WRITING CENTER
Go to: Roosevelt Hall, room 009B (basement) Contact: Heather Price hprice@uri.edu
College involves a lot of writing, and not all of it is the same. Professors often look for different things from your writing than your teachers may have. Writing Center consultants know what is expected from college writing, and will meet with you at any point in your writing process – from being confused about directions to putting the finishing touches on an essay.

TUTORING
Go to: Roosevelt Hall room 411 (fourth floor) Contact: David Hayes davidhayes@uri.edu
All courses are challenging in the first year, but Math and Science courses often require extra help and practice. Come by the AEC for walk-in and appointment based help in math, chemistry, physics biology and economics courses. During walk-in hours, we’ll see you right away. You can ask our receptionists whether appointments are available as well – appointment sessions are limited, but they provide more focused help when needed.

SUPPLEMENTAL INSTRUCTION (SI)
Go to: Roosevelt Hall, room 411 (fourth floor) Contact: Skye Mendes skyehawkins@uri.edu
Many of your math and science courses also offer SI sessions - weekly opportunities to meet with an AEC leader to review the week’s work from class, ask questions, improve your understanding, and practice solving problems. To find out if your class has SI, check your syllabus, ask your professor, or give us a call at 401 874-2367.